
Transaction   Tracker   Manual 
Version   1.0 

The   ElectricQi   Transaction   Tracker   (TrackTrans)   is   a   program   that   you   download   and      install   on 
your   own   computer   that   automatically   retrieves   your   transaction   logs   from   the   secondlife.com 
server   on   a   regular   schedule   and   enters   it   all   into   a   database   so   that   you   are   no   longer   limited   to 
30   days   of   history.      It   is   designed   to   be   completely   automated:   once   you   set   it   up,   it   will   quietly 
keep   doing   its   job   by   itself.   You   can   collect   multiple   accounts   into   the   same   database   (have 
each   account   buy   a   copy   of   the   registration   box).      It   allows   basic   queries   into   your   database   like 
“did   JoeResident   buy   anything   from   my   store   last   month?”   and   can   output   filtered   transactions   to 
CSV   format   for   use   in   spreadsheets   and   business   intelligence   systems.      For   power   users,   the 
internal   database   schema   used   is   straightforward   and   amenable   to   any   type   of   business 
analysis   tools   you   would   like   to   use. 
 
Important   notes : 

● To   keep   your   information   secure,   tracktrans   does   not    ever    communicate   with   any   of   our 
servers.   This   does   mean   that   once   you   buy   a   registration   it   cannot   be   cancelled, 
transferred,   or   returned   so   no   refunds   are   possible.      On   the   upside,   once   you   purchase   a 
full   registration   code,   it   is   good   forever.  

● Updates   to   the   same   class   of   service   are   always   free,   and   there   is   no   charge   for 
switching   operating   systems.      You   can   even   install   and   run   it   on   multiple   computers. 

● While   we’ve   done   our   best   to   make   this   system   easy   to   use,   it   does   require   a   bit   more 
expertise   than   most   applications   because   of   its   nature   as   a   background   service.      There 
is   no   pretty   user   interface,   so   you   need   to   be   comfortable   with   using   a   command-line 
interface. 

● The   only   officially   supported   systems   are   Windows   10   (32   or   64   bit),   Ubuntu   (13.04+) 
Linux   (64   bit)   and   MacOS   10.8+   (64   bit,   Intel   only).   Others   similar   versions   are   likely   to 
work,   but   we   cannot   guarantee   systems   that   we   cannot   test   on.   We   might   offer   32-bit 
executables   on   selected   OSes   if   there   is   sufficient   demand. 

● SL   Disclaimer :   we’ll   do   our   best   to   support   this   system   but   as   usual,   Linden   Labs   could 
break   things   in   ways   difficult   to   continue,   forbid   its   use   through   TOS   changes,   or   make   it 
redundant.   In   view   of   this,   we   have   to   disclaim   any   sort   of   warranty   and   warn   you   that   in 
spite   of   our   best   intentions,   tracktrans   could   go   crazy,   run   your   avatar   when   you   are 
asleep,   sell   your   pets   to   medical   experimentation,   and   post   classifieds   in   your   name   on 
dubious   websites. 

● IT   Disclaimer :    BACK   UP   YOUR   DATA !      Tracktrans   can   help   in   some   ways,   but   you 
need   still   to   make   sure   to   keep   passwords   up   to   date,   check   on   data   imports   so   that   you 
notice   if   things   stop   working,   and   keep   backups   of   everything   in   case   of   disaster. 

 
All   versions   of   TrackTrans,   including   binaries,   sources,   and   documentation   are   Copyright   © 
2011-2017   Vex   Streeter,   all   rights   reserved.  



 

QUICKSTART 
1. Using   the   account   you   want   to   track,   buy   a   copy   of   the   registration   box   from 

Marketplace,   or   The   ElectricQi   /   Motley   Technologies   store   at 
http://maps.secondlife.com/secondlife/Hennepin/51/182/107    . 

2. Rez   the   registration   box   somewhere   and   copy   the   information   it   gives   you   (or   keep   your 
SL   running   while   you   do   the   rest).      The   important   bits   are   (1)   what   username   to   use,   (2) 
what   your   personal   registration   code   is,   (3)   the   website   where   you   can   download   the 
actual   programs.   More   details   are   in   the    Registration    section   below. 

3. Go   to   the   website   ( http://electricqi.com/dist/TrackTrans/ )   and   download   the   program   you 
need   for   your   computer.      Look   in   the   Windows,   Linux,   or   OS   X   folder   and   pick   the   latest 
version.      Some   browsers   will   warn   you   about   downloading   installers,   but   that’s   what   we 
provide   for   some   old   versions.      ALWAYS   virus   scan   windows   downloads   anyway   before 
running   them   anyway   -   don’t   worry,   we   won’t   be   offended. 

4. Install   the   tracktrans   program   you   downloaded   -   see   below   in   the    Installation    section   for 
OS-specific   details. 

5. Run   it   manually.       TrackTrans   is   a   command-line   program:   it   does   not   have   a   UI!       The   first 
time   it   will   set   things   up   after   asking   for   your   SL   username   as   reported   by   the   registration 
box,   your   registration   code,   and   your   SL   password   -   these   must   be   exactly   correct   or 
registration   will   not   succeed.      It   will   then   do   a   test   download.      If   there   is   no   error,   you’ve 
succeeded!   Details   in   the    Configuration    section   below. 

6. If   you   just   want   to   run   it   manually,   you   are   done   -   see   the   details   in   the    Operations 
section   for   details   about   the   things   you   can   do   with   your   database. 

7. If   you   want   to   set   up   automatic   downloads,   see   the    Automation    subsection   below   for 
your   operating   system. 

 
 

Registration 
TrackTrans   is   registered    per   SL   account .      You   will   need   to   do   the   following   separately   for   each 
account: 

1. Purchase   one   TrackTrans   registration   box   for   the   account   you   want   to   track   on 
marketplace   or   from   the   ElectricQi/Motley   Technologies   store   at 
http://maps.secondlife.com/secondlife/Hennepin/51/182/107    .. 

2. Rez   your   registration   kit   in-world   and   touch   it   to   get: 
a. your   account   name.    IMPORTANT :   this   is   your   official   account   name,   it   should   be 

typed   exactly.      Accounts   will   be   all   in   lowercase,   older   ones   with   first   and   last 
name   will   be   separated   by   a   single   period.      Newer   ones   will   use   a   single   word. 

b. your   registration   code.      You   will   need   this   code   when   you   configure   the   out-world 
program. 

c. a   link   to   the   website   where   you   can   download   the   external   TrackTrans   software. 

http://maps.secondlife.com/secondlife/Hennepin/51/182/107
http://electricqi.com/dist/TrackTrans/
http://maps.secondlife.com/secondlife/Hennepin/51/182/107


3. Keep   a   copy   of   the   registration   box   in   your   inventory   just   in   case. 
 
The   registration   code   is   good   forever   for   the   version   of   TrackTrans   you   have   purchased:   It 
doesn’t   expire.   Updates   will   not   require   new   codes   unless   major   new   features   are   added.   The 
registration   code   itself   is   not   especially   sensitive   information   -   it   simply   allows   you   to   use 
TrackTrans   with   your   account   information   -   nobody   can   use   it   without   also   knowing   your   SL 
password. 
 

 

Installation   and   configuration 
Linux 
These   instructions   assume   Ubuntu   with   cron. 

● Download   the   tar.gz   package   and   unpack   it   where   you   would   like.      We   will   assume 
/opt/TrackTrans   in   these   instructions. 

● run   /opt/TrackTrans/tracktrans.      The   first   time   it   will   run   a   simple   wizard   to   create   the   file 
~/.tt/config.js   which   is   used   by   default   in   future   runs,   entering: 

○ SL   username:   This   is   your    account    name,   e.g.   what   you   use   to   log   into   the 
secondlife.com   website. 

○ Registration   code   from   the   registration   box 
○ SL   password:   this   is   your   actual   SL   password. 

● it   will   then   attempt   to   download   7   days   of   transaction   from   the   website.      If   all   goes   well,   it 
will   succeed   silently.      If   there   are   problems,   you   can   delete   ~/.tt/config.js   and   try   again. 

 
Look   in   the   advanced   section   for   information   on   configuring   a   database. 

Windows 
● download   the   latest   zip   file 
● unzip   and   copy   the   .exe   file   wherever   you   like.      We   recommend   and   assume   c:\Program 

Files\TransTrans,   but   it   can   go   anywhere. 
● Start   a   cmd   window   (“Command   Prompt”) 
● run   c:\program   files\TrackTrans\tracktrans.exe   (navigate   and   double   click) 
● answer   the   questions   posed   by   the   set   up   wizard 

MacOS 
● Download   the   latest   MacOS   installer   (it   is   a   dmg   file).   The   run   through   the   wizard   as   in 

Linux   or   Windows. 
 

 



Operations 
Automating   downloads 

Linux 
● add   a   crontab   entry   something   like   the   following: 

0   0   *   *   *   /opt/TrackTrans/tracktrans 
● Watch   your   $HOME/.tt/transactions   directory   filling   up   with   a   new   file   every   night. 

Windows 
We   assume   Windows   7   here,   but   other   versions   of   Windows   should   be   similar. 

● Click   on   the   Start   button,   selecting   “All   Programs”->   Accessories   ->   System   Tools   -> 
“Task   Scheduler” 

● Click   on   “Create   Basic   Task…”   in   the   Actions   pane   on   the   right   side. 
● In   the   Create   Basic   Task   Wizard,   enter   information   as: 

○ Name:   TrackTrans,   Description   “SL   Transaction   Tracker”   (next) 
○ Trigger:   Daily   (next) 
○ Decide   when   you   want   it   to   run   -   we   recommend   a   time   that   your   computer   is 

likely   to   be   turned   on   and   you   are   likely   to   be   using   it   and   run   every   3   days   if   you 
are   downloading   7   days   of   transactions   at   a   time   (which   is   the   default). 

○ Action:   “Start   a   program” 
○ ->   Program/script:   browse   to   C:\Program   Files\TrackTrans\tracktrans.exe.      You 

may   add   arguments   here   if   you   wish. 
○ click   finish.      You   may   choose   to   look   at   the   properties   if   you’d   like   to   check   them 

over. 
● Optional,   but   strongly   recommended:   Find   the   new   TrackTrans   task   in   the   list   by 

selecting   “Task   Scheduler   Library”   on   the   left   pane,   then   sort   by   Name   in   the   upper 
middle   pane.      Select   the   TrackTrans   task   and   then   press   the   “Run”   button   under 
“selected   Item”   on   the   right   pane   to   test   it   out.      It   should   run   once   and   you   should   be   able 
to   see   immediately   if   there   are   any   problems. 

OS   X 
● Use   a   crontab   entry   like   Linux 

 

Database   Queries 
The   TrackTrans   command   (command   line   only!)   supports   a   variety   of   simple   queries   that   let   you 
get   your   data   back   out   of   the   database.   The   basic   idea   is   to   run   tracktrans   from   the   command 
line   something   like:  

tracktrans   --query   --filter   CRITERIA   --output   SOMEFILE.csv 
 
If   you   don’t   supply   “--output   filename”   it   will   just   print   the   results   of   the   query   instead   of   saving   it. 
 



The   output   is   in   simple   comma-separated-value   (CSV)   format.      The   columns   are: 
○ id :   transaction   id 
○ account :   your   account   (remember,   the   database   can   store   data   from   multiple 

accounts!) 
○ resident :   the   other   account,   group,   or   system   the   transaction   was   with 
○ type :   the   type   of   the   transaction 
○ description :   note   that   this   has   useful   information   for   marketplace   sales! 
○ region :   where   the   transaction   took   place   (if   known) 
○ value :   how   many   L$   changed   hands,   positive   means   you   received   L$,   negative 

means   you   paid 
○ time :   when   the   transaction   happened,   in   ISO   standard   date   time   format,   SLT. 

e.g.   “2013-11-01   15:00:00”   is   3pm   SLT   on   November   first,   2013. 
○ balance :   the   account   balance   as   reported   by   Linden   at   the   end   of   the 

transaction. 
You   may   filter   on   many   of   these   fields:   id   (=),   time   (<,   <=,   =,   >=,   >),   account   (=),   resident   (=,   ~), 
type   (=),   region   (=),   value   (<,<=,=,>=,>). 
 
IMPORTANT:   account   and   resident   fields   are   stored   as   modern   account   names   (e.g. 
“vex.streeter”)   not   old-style   names   (“Vex   Streeter”)   or   display   names   (“Vəx”).      Likewise,   group 
and   special   names   are   also   stored   as   if   they   were   accounts   (e.g.   “motley.technologies”   or 
“system”) 
 
You   can   supply   any   number   of   “--filter   CRITERIA”   arguments   -   it   will   emit   transactions   that 
satisfy   ALL   of   the   criteria   specified. 
 
Examples: 
 

● This   queries   for   all   transaction   where   an   object   paid   you   on   November   2rd,   2013   and 
sends   the   output   to   foo.csv 

tracktrans   --query   --filter   'time>=2013-11-02   00:00:00'   --filter 
'time<2013-11-03   00:00:00'   --filter   'type=Object   Pays'   --output   foo.csv 
 
Note   that   if   you   are   using   Windows   to   interact   with   the   command   line,   you   should   use   double 
quotes   (“)   rather   than   single   quotes   (‘)   to   surround   complex   filter   criteria.   For   more   advanced 
queries,   you   should   connect   to   the   configured   database   with   standalone   database   tools. 

 

Import   Old   Data 
Old   XML   files   previously   downloaded   manually   can   always   safely   be   loaded   into   your   database 
by   running   “tracktrans   path-to-files.xml”   as   appropriate   for   your   Operating   System.      For 
example,   if   you   are   on   windows   and   you   have   a   bunch   of   transaction   files   saved   to   the 
c:\transactions   folder,   you   could   bring   up   a   command   window   and   run: 

c:\Program   Files\TrackTrans\tracktrans.exe   c:\transactions\*.xml 



  
IMPORTANT :   downloaded   XML   files   do   not   indicate   which   account   they   are   for   -   it   is   critically 
important   that   if   you   have   XML   files   downloaded   from   multiple   account,   that   you   use   the   right 
configuration   file   so   that   tracktrans   can   load   them   into   the   database   correct.      If   you   do   it   anyway, 
there   are   two   impacts:   First,   your   database   will   no   longer   match   that   of   your   clients,   devaluing 
the   point   of   tracktrans;   Second,   transaction   between   tracked   accounts   will   be   entered   into   the 
database   in   a   broken   state. 
 

 

Advanced   Topics 
Other   Configuration   fields 
You   may   hand-edit   the   configuration   file   if   you   like,   though   you   need   to   be   very   very   careful 
about   the   account   fields:   the   user   name,   password   and   regcode   must   be   exact   or   tracktrans   will 
stop   working.   Most   of   the   parameters   can   also   be   supplied   as   command   line   arguments   for   use 
when   running   manually   or   when   scheduling   automatic   downloads.      Such   options   are   listed 
below   in   parenthesis   at   the   end   of   each   option. 
 

● ttdir    =   default   base   path   for   all   other   working   files,   generally   the   “.tt”   folder   inside   your 
home   directory   (wherever   that   is   on   your   computer).      You   may   change   this   if   you   like,   but 
make   certain   that   when   you   invoke   tracktrans,   you   use   the   “--config   filename”   option   to 
point   it   to   the   new   location   of   the   configuration   file. 

● dbdsn    =   the   database   to   connect   to.      if   the   string   contains   TTDIR,   it   will   be   replaced   by 
the   value   of   the   ttdir   parameter   before   attempting   to   contact   the   database.   (“--db   dsn”) 

● account    =   one   entry   for   the   username,   password,   and   registration   code.   The   Standard 
version   only   looks   at   the   first   entry   -   if   you   want   to   support   multiple   accounts   you   need   to 
use   separate   configuration   files.   (“--sluser   username   --slpass   pass   --regcode   code”) 

● transdir    =   where   to   store   the   downloaded   transaction   files.      If   this   is   a   relative 
pathname,   it   will   be   treated   as   a   directory   below   ttdir.   (“--archive   dir”) 

● cookiedir    =   where   to   store   browser   cookies   to   speed   up   subsequent   connections   to   the 
website   for   downloads.      Like   transdir,   a   directory   inside   ttdir.   (also   “--cookies   dir”) 

● days_to_pull    =   how   many   days   of   transactions   to   request   each   time.      Must   be   at   least   1 
and   no   larger   than   30.      For   most   purposes,   we   suggest   that   it   be   two   to   three   times   as 
long   as   how   long   between   the   days   you   have   scheduled   tracktrans   runs.      E.g.   if   you   set 
things   up   to   run   weekly,   we   recommend   that   you   set   this   to   something   between   14   and 
21.      If   your   computer   and   connection   is   reliable,   it   can   be   at   the   low   end,   if   sometimes 
your   computer   might   not   be   running   for   a   week   at   a   time,   it   should   be   at   the   higher   end 
to   avoid   missing   transactions.      If   you   think   you   missed   one,   you   can   always   do   a 
one-time   pull   of   extra   data,   either   by   changing   this   parameter   or   by   running   tracktrans 
manually   with   the   “--ndays   30”   argument   (for   a   full   30   day   pull).      Overly   large   values 



aren’t   severe   problems   -   it   just   means   that   things   will   take   longer   and   your   archive   of   files 
will   consume   more   space   on   your   hard   disk. 

Maintenance 
● You   should   get   in   the   habit   of   checking   to   make   sure   that   things   are   still   working   properly 

at   least   monthly.      Every   so   often,   Linden   changes   how   the   authentication   system   works 
which   breaks   the   transaction   logging   until   it   is   fixed.      When   the   automated   system   is 
broken,   you   may   download   XML   transactions   manually   from   the   website   and   use 
tracktrans   to   import   the   data   into   your   database   using   a   command   like   “ tracktrans 
--retrieve   no   mytransactionfile.xml ”. 

● Having   a   database   does   let   you   avoid   having   a   backup   plan   for   your   data.      We 
recommend   that   you   archive   all   of   your   XML   files   (on   DVD   or   somesuch)   and   arrange   to 
have   the   database   file(s)   themselves   backed   up   on   a   regular   basis.      No,   we   have 
absolutely   no   way   to   help   you   recover   from   failure   (see   the   FAQ). 

● The   transactions   directory   can   get   large   if   you   have   lots   of   transactions   and/or   lots   of 
avatars.      Every   so   often,   it   is   good   to   archive   them   to   DVD   or   something.      Obviously, 
your   backup   system   should   cover   these   directories   to   make   certain   you   don’t   lose   any 
data   in   case   of   serious   computer   problems.      Remember   that   you   can   always   reconstruct 
or   move   the   database   from   XML   files,   just   by   reloading   them. 

● Changing   your   password:   run   tracktrans   from   the   command   line   like: 
tracktrans   --updateconfig   -p   MYNEWPASSWORD 

or 
tracktrans   --config   path_to_my/config.js   --updateconfig   -p   MYNEWPASSWORD 

The   Database   Schema 
Tracktrans   creates   its   own   tables   in   the   database,   though   you   may   add   additional   tables   in   the 
same   database   for   your   own   purposes.  
 
For   reference   the   table   “transactions”   is   created   something   like   this: 

id    varchar(36) primary_key:   This   is   the   unique   transaction   ID,   looks   like   a   uuid 
account    varchar(63)   primary_key:   The   account   being   downloaded   (e.g.   Your   account 

name) 
resident    varchar(63):   the   other   party   of   the   transaction,   possibly   a   group   name   etc 
type    varchar(31):   the   type   field   of   the   transaction  
description    varchar(255):   the   description   field   of   the   transaction 
region    varchar(63)   indexed:   the   region   where   the   transaction   occurred,   often   blank 
value    integer:   the   amount   of   the   transaction,   0   for   object   transfers,   positive   if   you   got 

money,   negative   if   you   paid   money 
time    DateTime:   time   of   the   transaction   to   seconds   accuracy   in   SLT 
balance    integer:   the   reported   account   balance.      Note   that   early   on   when   you   transferred 

an   asset   between   avatars,   the   balance   was   also   sent   as   0. 
 



Note   that   since   the   combination   of   id   and   account   is   the   primary   key,   there   will   be   no   duplicate 
transactions:   it   is   perfectly   okay   (and   expected)   that   your   transaction   downloads   will   overlap   as 
duplicate   records   will   be   dropped. 
 
Also   created   are: 

accounts 
account:   match   transactions.account   transactions.resident,   etc 
type:   RESIDENT,   GROUP,   SPECIAL,   UNKNOWN 
name:   pretty   account   name,   like   Legacy   Name   without   any   “Resident”   suffix 
id:   key/uuid   of   account   for   RESIDENT   and   GROUP   types 

mktsales 
id:   (id,   seller)   will   match   a   (id,   account)   in   the   transaction   table 
seller:  
order:   marketplace   order   number 
item:   marketplace   item   number 
buyer:   account   of   buyer 
market:   MKT2 

mktpurchases 
id 
buyer 
order 
market 

mktrefunds 
id 
account 
order 
item 
buyer 
market 

 

MySQL 
Describe   the   connection   string   for   mysql. 
Edit   your   config.js   to   change   the   dbdsn   line   from: 

“dbdsn”:   “sqlite:///TTDIR/tt.db”, 
to   something   like: 

“dbdsn”:   “mysql://dbuser:dbpassword@dbhostname/dbname” 
where: 

dbuser    is   your   mysql   user.  
dbpassword    is   your   mysql   password 



dbhostname    is   the   computer   hosting   your   mysql   database 
dbname    is   the   database   name   on   the   host 

The   user   must   have   permissions   to   create   tables   as   well   as   upload   data. 
 
In   principle,   databases   other   than   sqlite   and   mysql   can   be   used,   but   only   these   two   are 
supported   at   the   current   time. 

Multiple   accounts 
How   to   configure   multiple   accounts 
 
Run   the   following   command   to   create   another   config   file   named   “other.js” 

tracktrans   --config   other.js 
Then   you   can   set   things   up   how   you’d   like   to   run   tracktrans   --config   other.js   as   a   separate 
process.      Note   again   that    each   avatar/account   needs   a   separate   registration   code . 
Also   beware   that   if   you   use   the   default   sqlite   database   engine,   you   should   make   certain   not   to 
download   transactions   for   multiple   avatars   at   the   same   time   or   you   may   damage   the   database 
file. 
 
Also,   if   you   import   any   old   XML   files,   make   sure   to   use   the   right   config   file   so   that   the   records 
are   imported   as   the   right   account. 

Verbose   or   Debugging   mode 
You   can   run   tracktrans   from   the   command   line   (or   shell).      Some   useful   options: 
--help gives   you   some   information   on   the   options   that   the   command   accepts 
-v run   in   verbose   mode. 
-vv even   more   detailed   mode,   tells   you   what   it   is   doing   at   each   step   (thats   two   letter   ‘v’,   not   a 
single   letter   ‘w’) 
--version report   the   version   of   the   program,   useful   to   include   if   you   need   support 
 
tracktrans   --persist   no   -vv 

It   should   run   correctly   with   something   similar   to   the   following   output: 
DEBUG:TrackTrans:Reading   "/home/vex/.tt/config.tt" 
INFO:TrackTrans:Valid   registration   code. 
INFO:TrackTrans:retrieving   7   days   of   transaction   records   from   SL   for   Vex   Streeter 
DEBUG:TrackTrans:Wrote   transaction   log   to 
"/home/vex/.tt/transactions/Vex_Streeter_131022.xml"   (2013-10-15   -   2013-10-22) 
DEBUG:TrackTrans:Transaction   /home/vex/.tt/transactions/Vex_Streeter_131022.xml   contains 
2291   records 

This   indicates   that   the   registration   code   is   correct,   it   successfully   authenticated   to 
secondlife.com,   downloaded   7   days   of   transactions   and   processed   the   log   to   find   2291 
transactions. 

 
  



FAQ 
Q:   Are   you   going   to   steal   my   password? 
A:   No   -   your   password   is   stored   in   encrypted   form   in   your   very   own   configuration   file   and   is   used 
solely   to   contact   secondlife.com.      In   fact,   TrackTrans   only   ever   contacts   Linden’s   servers   and 
any   database   you   have   configured   (if   you   have   purchased   a   version   that   stores   transactions   in   a 
database   and   you’ve   configured   it   that   way).      TrackTrans    never    contacts   our   servers   and   all 
communications   with   Linden’s   servers   are   encrypted. 
 
Q:   I   don’t   believe   you   -   you’ll   steal   my   password. 
A:   If   you   don’t   believe   us,   we    strongly    recommend   you   not   use   TrackTrans.      We’ll   all   sleep   better 
at   night. 
 
Q:   Can’t   you   do   this   without   my   password? 
A:   No   -   Linden   Labs   has   declined   to   implement   any   sort   of   application   interface   that   would   allow 
for   a   more   fine-grained   approach   to   authentication.      If   they   do,   we’ll   implement   that   instead 
because,   frankly,   we   would   much   rather   use   a   modern   api   like   Facebook,   Twitter,   or   Google 
Apps   than   have   to   store   your   password   at   all. 
 
Q:   Someone   stole   my   password!      It   must   have   been   you!!..   or   you   used   insecure 
communications   or   something... 
A:   Nope.      Can’t   happen.      TrackTrans   uses   the   same   protocol   you   do   when   logging   into   SL.      If 
you   wouldn’t   trust   a   particular   computer   or   network   enough   to   run   SL   on   it   or   access 
secondlife.com,   then   you   sure   shouldn’t   even   think   about   running   TrackTrans   on   it.      That   said, 
when   tracktrans   saves   the   password   in   the   config.js   file,   it   encrypts   it   to   make   it   difficult   for 
someone   with   access   to   your   computer   to   decode   it. 
 
Q:   it   isn’t   accepting   my   password   and   I   know   it   is   correct! 
A:   Try   logging   into   the   website   directly.   TrackTrans   cannot   accept   TOS   changes   and   such   on 
your   behalf,   so   when   Linden   changes   things,   logins   will   fail   until   you   accept   it   manually. 
 
Q:   Lightning   struck   my   house   and   destroyed   my   computer.      How   do   I   get   tracktrans   to   restore 
my   data? 
A:   You   did   keep   backups,   right?   Restore   from   backup.      No?      Then   you   are   stuck,   sorry. 
TrackTrans   moves   files   around   for   you,   but   sends   no   information   to   any   other   location,   including 
ours.      If   you   didn’t   arrange   for   dependable   backups,   you’ve   lost   the   data.      If   your   logs   are   critical 
to   you,   then   we   recommend   that   you   at   least   archive   all   XML   files   to   DVD   and/or   online   backup. 
Better   yet   is   to    also    backup   your   database,   though   it   is   pretty   easy   to   recreate   your   database   if 
you’ve   got   all   the   XML   files   handy. 
 
Q:   Backups?      What   should   I   use?   What   do   I   need   to   back   up? 



A:   We   recommend   using   any   of   a   number   of   good   online   backup   systems   out   there:   there   are 
lots   of   good   choices.   TrackTrans   stores   its   data   in   a   folder/directory   named   “.tt”   in   your   home 
directory   on   all   OSes   -   make   sure   that   it   is   included   by   your   backups. 
 
Q:   how   fast   is   tracktrans? 
A:   it   depends   on   many   factors,   including   what   database   you   are   using,   if   it   is   remote   or   local, 
and   the   speed   of   all   your   hardware.      Some   data   points: 

● each   transaction   log   pull   from   Linden   should   take   no   more   than   30   seconds   or   so. 
● import   of   even   bulk   data   is   relatively   quick.      While   performance   testing   for   version   1.0, 

Vex   imported   approximately   40K   unique   records   to   a   remote   mysql   database   in   14 
minutes,   and   a   local   sqlite   database   in   8   minutes. 

   If   you   have   lots   of   overlap   between   logfiles   (e.g.   download   30-day   logs   every   day),   it   will   be 
slower   than   minimal   overlap.      MySQL   is   going   to   scale   up   to   large   databases   much   better   than 
SQLite,   but   takes   more   effort   to   set   up   and   manage. 
 
Q:   how   much   disk   space   will   the   database   take   up. 
A:   Again,   it   depends   on   many   things   -   generally,   MySQL   is   more   space   efficient   (MyISAM 
engine)   than   SQLite.      The   above   40K   transaction   database   is   under   8   MB   for   MySQL/MyISAM 
and   under   10MB   for   SQLite. 
 
Q:   I   have   a   bunch   of   accounts.      Do   I   really   have   to   pay   full   price   for   each   one? 
A:   generally   yes,   since   I   can’t   tell   the   difference   between   someone   running   10   bots   and 
someone   wanting   to   buy   licenses   for   10   friends.      That   said,   if   you   want   to   buy   licenses   for   more 
than   10   accounts,   maybe   we   should   talk. 
 
Q:   It   doesn’t   work   for   me   or   I   accidentally   bought   extra   copies   -   can   I   get   a   refund? 
A:   Generally   no,   since   we   have   no   way   to   retract   registrations.      If   you   buy   it   AND   it   doesn’t   work, 
please   contact   me   and   I’ll   see   if   I   can   fix   the   problem.      Note   again   that   Linden   breaking   things 
does   not   constitute   a   failure   of   TrackTrans. 

 

  



Support 
● Read   this   document   including   the   FAQ   at   the   end. 
● IM   Vex   Streeter   for   assistance. 
● Under   no   circumstances   will   we   ever   ask   you   for   your   password   or   for   your   configuration 

file.   Treat   the   encrypted   password   as   though   it   were   your   cleartext   password.       DO   NOT 
EVER   GIVE   YOUR   PASSWORD   TO   ANYONE,   NOT   EVEN   US!       If   someone   claiming   to 
be   ElectricQi   support   requests   your   whole   configuration   file   or    any    password,   encrypted 
or   not,   they   are   scammers   and   should   immediately   be   reported   both   to   us   and   to   Linden 
Labs.      We’ll   say   it   again:    don’t   give   your   passwords   in   any   form   to   anyone,   ever . 

● Avatars   to   know: 
○ Vex   Streeter    is   the   only   one   you   should   ever   contact   for   support.      While   his 

messages   cap,   he   has   in-world   IMs   forwarded   to   email   so   nothing   will   be   lost. 
You   can   also   contact   him   at    vexstreeter@gmail.com .      IM   and   email   are   strongly 
preferred   over   notecards.   Vex   will   not   ever   ask   you   for   anything   that   contains 
your   SL   password,   encrypted   or   cleartext,   and   will   refuse   anything   that   looks   like 
it   might   contain   it. 

○ ElectricQi    is   an   in-world   group,   a   bot,   SL   account,   and   a   website   owned 
exclusively   by   Vex   Streeter   for   world-bridging   products   and   publications.      If   you 
wish,   you   may   join   the   ElectricQi   group   for   announcements   -   it   is   an   open   group 
that   does   not   allow   chat.   The   ElectricQi   avatar   is   rarely   in-world   and   when   it   is,   it 
is   likely   not   being   run   by   a   human   and   any   communications   with   it   will   be   ignored. 
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CHANGELOG 
1.0.0 

● Rebuild   support   for   current   OSes 
● Update   instructions 

0.9.0 
● Functioning   again   with   new   Linden   authentication   system   and   XML   format. 

0.8.0 
● Imported   into   new   source   code   repository,   some   experimental   support   for   demo   license. 

0.7.2 
●    standardize   on   one   build   scheme   for   all   platforms   (only   the   windows   build   is   different). 

0.7.1 
● Complain   in   a   more   graceful   way   if   the   user   changed   passwords   without   telling   us. 

0.7.0 
● Add   initial   support   for   marketplace   transaction   handling. 
● BUGFIX:   support   import   of   large   numbers   of   transactions   for   all   databases. 

0.6.0 
● Support   importing   of   old-style   transaction   logs   that   were   used   before   November   4th, 

2009   with   idiosyncratic   XML 
● Support   correct   importing   of   records   from   November   9th,   2011   which   had   a   mixture   of 

account   and   display   names   in   the   resident   column. 
● avoid   crashes   on   various   data   quality   issues 
● Faster   database   import 

0.5.0 
● Support   command-line   queries 
● Use   modern   account   names   in   database   (vex.streeter)   for   account   and   resident   fields 
● Support   transactions   between   accounts   when   both   accounts   are   in   the   same   database. 
● add   --updateconfig   to   allow   updating   your   password   without   rerunning   the   wizard 

0.4.0 
● Configuration   wizard   with   error   checking 

0.3.0 
● JSON   configuration   file 
● Encrypt   password 

0.2.0 
● Registration   code   support 



0.1.0 
● Initial   port   to   deployable   version 

 
 


